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A gorgeous range of diffusers designed to suit any home or store decor. 

Featuring lights, hand finished touches for a luxurious finish, give the gift 

of functional decor. Ultrasonic diffusers work by producing a fine cool mist 

to scent the room. Between 8-13 hours of diffusion in the ultrasonic range 

and auto-off feature for piece of mind. Simply pair with the oil or fragrance 

of your choice available widely. 

The range will delight those who simply want to fragrance the air and 

aromatherapy enthusiasts.

Naeo get diffusing...

Aroma  ultrasonic 
diffusers 
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With its Scandinavian 

design inspiration,  it will 

give a modern and cosy 

touch to your space.

Zoe
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Features

Up to 8 hours of continuous diffusion
8

Adjustable mist volume

Timer

Continuous or intermittent  mist 
output settings

150 x 170mm
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With its high quality ceramic cover, it will 

give an elegant touch to your space

Duetto

Features

Up to 8 hours of continuous diffusion
8

Adjustable mist volume

Timer

Continuous or intermittent  mist 
output settings

150 x 170mm
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Perfect to enhance the 

atmosphere of your room 

whilst being discreet thanks to 

the white ceramic cover with a 

delicate carved leaves design.

Eva
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Features

Up to 8 hours of continuous 
diffusion

8

Adjustable mist volume

Colour changing light

Timer

Continuous or intermittent 
 mist output settings

110 x 150mm
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The marble print on the frosted glass  will 

give the perfect décor touch to your space. 

Carma
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Features

Up to 8 hours of continuous diffusion
8

Adjustable mist volume

Ambiance light

Timer

Continuous or intermittent  mist 
output settings

123 x 225mm
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The refined cut out leaves design will let 

the golden light shine through the black 

glass and create a warm ambiance. 

Ophelia
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Ophelia

Up to 8 hours of continuous diffusion
8

Adjustable mist volume

Timer

Continuous or intermittent  mist 
output settings

Warm light

Features

100 x 153mm
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The wooden texture and colour changing effect will give the perfect décor 

touch to your space.

Gloria
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Up to 13 hours of 
continuous diffusion

8

Timer

Continuous or intermittent 
 mist output settings

Features

Adjustable mist volume

Colour changing light

140 x 170mm
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essential oil fan diffuser creates a subtle scent by gently perfuming 

the air with your chosen scent, perfect for aromatherapy or a simple 

fragrance in the air.

Orbit
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USB cable perfect for office and travel 
(adapter not included)

3 ink pads to change scents

Fan gently circulates your chosen scent for 
aromatherapy or simply fragrance the air

Features

5.1cm x 10cm

An essential oil fan diffuser that uses cotton pads to hold your chosen scent. 

The fan gently circulates the fragrance into the air.

Orbit
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Infuse your ceramic stone with a few drops of your 

favorite essential oil and place on a flat surface to 

delicately perfume your wardrobe, bathroom, desk etc. 

S tone capillarity diffuser

6.2 x 0.7cm Affordable$No power requiredDebossed design

Features
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Refreshing, relaxing and stimulating. Freshen 

your car naturally with your choice of calming 

essential oils. 

Cleo

Clip on a vent ...and enjoy the scent!

6.9 x 4.8 x 2.5cm
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EvaGloria

Ophelia

Orbit Cleo Capillarity

Zoe Duetto
DF.DUETTO DF.OPHELIADF.ZOE

DF.CARMA

DF.ORBIT DF.CLEO DF.STONE

DF.GLORIA DF.EVA

Carma
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